
A Breakthrough 
Orchestration Platform for 
Age and Identity Verification

Veratad VX is an easy-to-use platform that lets you create 
bespoke end-to-end verification journeys through a simple drag 
and drop experience. 

 ` THE RIGHT JOURNEY. RIGHT AWAY.
Instantly deploy proven community verification templates built by leaders in your industry. Or orchestrate bespoke 
verification workflows to suit your business needs. Automate testing and deployment in the real world. Understand and 
act on evolving consumer behavior and risk signals with in-depth reporting and analytics.

 ` VERIFICATION, MADE PERSONAL. 
You’ve worked hard to build marketing funnels and customer journeys that work for your audience. A verification 
step shouldn’t be any different. Deliver personalized journeys that minimize onboarding or purchase friction while 
ensuring security and preventing fraud. You can even change verification methods dynamically based on user behavior, 
demographics or technology. If CX matters, you need VX.

Build it your way. Build it fast. Control everything.
Veratad VX makes it easy to deliver personalized journeys that minimize onboarding 
and purchase friction. All while ensuring security and preventing fraud.

ROBUST CAPABILITIES & SOURCES
Build a flexible verification process with the most 

robust suite of identity and age verification methods 
and the industry’s best mix of data providers.

LOW-CODE INTEGRATION. NO-CODE 
ORCHESTRATION.

With VX, your business gets a full-featured, no-code 
orchestration available via a single, simple integration.



We’ve Put The Power in Your Hands 
with Features That Include...

Schedule a Live Demo of Interested? See a custom live demo 
of Veratad VX to find out how it 
can integrate with your business.

veratad.com/see-a-demo/

Powered by IDR5
Leverage the industry-leading power of our IDR5 verification engine. IDR5 synthesizes dozens 
of providers and verification methods, giving you access to best-in-breed technology through a 
single integration. No point solutions, no calling multiple vendors – VX and IDR5 give you access to 
everything you need to prevent fraud, stay compliant and thrill your customers. 

No-code orchestration
Create sophisticated, multi-touch customer workflows without ever touching a line of code. Data 
sources and providers are pre-integrated with the platform, allowing you to choose from a set of 
journey templates or build your own from scratch without any need for engineers.

Flexible deployment options

Deploy Veratad VX directly into your web or mobile application with a web SDK or native SDK, or 
integrate it using a RESTful JSON API. Our SDKs come with responsive, customizable screens pre-
configured for every customer journey.

Actionable analytics
Get you up-to-the-minute insight into customer behavior and drop-off points thanks to a powerful 
reporting and analytics dashboard. This lets you tune your journeys to maximize success rates and 
remove roadblocks. Advanced options like A/B/n testing and device and geo-targeting let you create 
truly personalized workflows.

http://veratad.com/see-a-demo/

